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1. INTR~D~JcT~oN 
Nonlinear equations of the form 
Lw+N(w)=O w E 3r (*) 
where 2 is a real Hilbert space, L is a linear operator and N is a nonlinear 
operator, arise in many areas of pure and applied mathematics and have 
recently received considerable attention. In the case where the null space 
X(L) of L has dimension n > 1 the method of alternative problems has 
provided a particularly useful approach to the study of such equations and 
in a great variety of situations it has been shown that, by a suitable application 
of the contraction mapping principle, the problem of the existence of solutions 
of (*) may be reduced to an equivalent alternative problem (e.g., see Bancroft, 
Hale and Sweet [5], Cesari [8], Gustafson and Sather [13], Hale [14] and 
Osborn and Sather [19]). In particular it is shown in [14, p. 131 that if L is 
an operator with compact resolvent and N is everywhere defined and Lipschitz 
continuous, then a suitable finite-dimensional alternative problem always 
exists. 
A connection between alternative problems and nonlinear operators N 
which are monotone rather than Lipschitz continuous was first given in 
Gustafson and Sather [12] wherein certain general classes of unbounded 
selfadjoint operators were considered; roughly speaking, in the approach 
of [I23 the use of the contraction mapping principle was replaced by an 
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application of either the Browder-Minty theorem for monotone operators 
or the Hille-Yosida theorem for nonlinear semigroups. 
In the present paper we extend some of the results of [12], and also the 
recent results of Cesari and Rannan [9], to a wide class of equations of the 
form (*) where L is not necessarily selfadjoint and N is monotone and not 
everywhere defined. More specifically, we consider nonselfadjoint operators L 
of a type arising in a wide variety of boundary value problems for ordinary 
and partial differential equations, i.e., operators L which are generated by 
a coercive bilinear form, and show that if N is monotone and hemicontinuous 
then an equivalent finite-dimensional alternative problem always exists. As in 
[12] the monotonicity methods of the present paper are essentially indepen- 
dent of the “size” of N in that the dimension of the resultant alternative 
problem depends only on the structure of L, whereas the contraction mapping 
method in, for example, Osborn and Sather [I91 yields an alternative 
problem whose dimension, in general, depends also on the “size” of N. 
Let 3? be a real Hilbert space with inner product (., .) and norm [I * (1 
and let %i be a second Hilbert space with inner product (., *)1 and norm 
11 . )I1 such that X1 is a dense subset of Z and the identity mapping from Zi 
into Z is compact. Let B be a bilinear form on Z1 which satisfies 
(Bl) there is a constant p such that 
I B&4 41 d B II w Ill II z Ill W,XE=%, 
(B2) there are constants y > 0, (T > 0 such that 
B(w, w) 2 Y II w Ill” - 0 II w II4 WESl. 
Our basic assumption on L throughout the paper is the following hypothesis: 
(Ll) L is generated by the bilinear form B, i.e., L is characterized by 
9(L) = {w E Zl I for some h E &?, B(w, QI) = (h, p) for all F E Zi) 
and 
B(w P) = (Lw, P) WEzqL), rpEE1. 
It follows easily from the Lax-Milgram theorem [17] that such an operator L 
exists with 9(L) C Zi , L is densely defined and closed, and (L - ,d)-l is 
compact for some real p (e.g., see [l, p. 1021). Our basic assumption 
throughout on N is as follows: 
(Nl) (a) N is a mapping of Q(N) into 3’ with %r C 53(N) C &‘, 
(b) the restriction of N to Z1 is hemicontinuous, 
(c) N is monotone on the subset s1 of 2, i.e., if w, , wZ ~&i 
then (N(wi) - N(wa), w1 - wa) > 0. 
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In order to obtain an alternative problem for which the relevant mappings 
are continuous, we often require, in addition, the following hypothesis on N 
(see also [lo] and [12]>: 
(N2) there is a nondecreasing function 91: (0, co) -+ (0, CO) and a 
constant 0 < (y. < 1 such that 
II NWll < a: II L= II + dll * Ii> TD E 9(L). 
Bilinear forms provide an especially convenient way to formulate a variety 
of boundary value problems for ordinary and partial differential equations 
(e.g., see [l, Section lo]). In addition, the bilinear forms play an important 
role in the formulation of our finite-dimensional alternative problems. The 
definitions of the various subspaces involved are given in Section 2 and the 
basic lemma which we require is also stated there as Lemma 3. In Section 3 
we formulate the desired alternative problems under the following additional 
assumption (L+ and Z+ denote the complexiiications of L and Z, and (L+)* 
denotes the adjoint of L+): 
(L2) the generalized eigenvectors of (L+)* are complete in Z+, i.e., 
they are linearly dense in X’+. 
A class of linear elliptic boundary value problems for which (L2) holds is 
described in Agmon [3]; for example, if the linear elliptic problem differs 
from a selfadjoint elliptic problem only in the lower order terms of the 
operator and the boundary conditions, then (L2) holds. In Section 4 we 
discuss some general classes of boundary value problems for semilinear 
uniformly strongly elliptic partial differential operators to which the results 
of Section 3 apply. In addition we describe in Section 4 some examples for 
which one can also solve the resultant finite-dimensional problem; the 
examples are of the type where the range of L + N is all of .X even though 
neither L nor N is coercive. 
The second author would like to thank Professor K. Gustafson for some 
informative discussions related to the present paper and, in particular, for 
pointing out the factorization result in [15, p. 3371. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let &’ and Z1 be the real Hilbert spaces introduced in Section 1 and 
let B be a bilinear form on X1 which satisfies hypotheses (El) and (B2). If 
M?? 4 = WP, 44 + 4% 4 Qh CJ E =% 
then 
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wherecissuchthatIIp,jl,(cII~II,,~E~~,and 
JwJJ~ 4 2 Y II v IIf (2-l) 
so that, by the Lax-Milgram theorem, for each h E SP there exists a unique 
& E ZI such that 
uh > 9’) = (4 d P’E&- (2.2) 
As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2) the operator T,: S? + Zr defined by 
TJa = & is one-to-one and bounded, and hence, since Sr is compactly 
embedded in X, To is compact as an operator on S. We now define L by 
L + aI = T;' with 9(L) = 9(T,) = [the range of To]. Then 
%?4 9’) = (CL + 4h 97) G~qL), qJE=% 
so that L is characterized by 
w, P> = (LA d #EqA, VE%. (2.3) 
The operator L is densely defined and closed as an operator on ~9’. Moreover, 
since (L + ~1)” = T, is compact, L has a compact resolvent. 
Let SI+ and S+ be the complexifications of Sr and 2. Then we may 
consider Hr and X to be subspaces of Sr+ and Z+ (considered as real 
spaces), respectively, and elements in Sr+ (or &@f) may be represented in 
the form v = f + ig where f, g E Sr (or 2). The inner product and norm 
on X+ are given by 
(f + ti, 12 + ik>+ = (f, 4 + (g, k) + G, 4 - (f, 41 
and (ilf + ig [I+)” = Ilf[la + (( g (12, respectively, with similar relationships 
holding for the inner product (., .): and norm 1) * I$ on SI+. Clearly yZ;+ 
is dense in Z+ and %r+ is compactly embedded in s@‘+. Now let L* be the 
complexification of L. Then SS(L+) = {f + ig: f, g E .9(L)} is dense in Zf. 
Thus L+ is a densely-defined, closed operator with compact resolvent so 
that its spectrum o(L+) consists of a discrete sequence of eigenvahtes {&I, 
each hj has finite algebraic multiplicity, and the sequence has no finite limit 
points. 
On Zr+ we define the sesquilinear form B+ by 
B+(f, + $1 2 f2 + 22) = WI T-62) + %l 7 &> + Wkl 3 fi) - wl 2 gAl9 
i.e., B-k is the complexification of B. From (Bl) and (B2) we obtain 
I B+(P, 16>1 < W’” P II v II: II P II: 
Re B+(P, d > r(ll v II:>” - 41 QJ II+)“- (2.4) 
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It is easily seen that Lf is characterized by 
B+($, 9) = CL% Q4 i) E 9(Li-), ‘p E zp+. 
Let U,+ be the spectral projection associated with LI and the eigenvalues 
(.A1 ,..., &j, i.e., let 
where r, is a contour lying in the resolvent set of Lf which contains A1 ,. .., A, 
and no other eigenvalues of L+, and R,(L+) = (p - L+)-1 is the resolvent 
of L+. Now let V,+ = I - U,+ and define %,+ and Vn+ to be the ranges of 
U,+ and Vn+> respectively. Then %!,+ C 9(L+) and %ni = Cy=, @ %‘(L*, Ai) 
where ql(L+, Aj) denotes the space of generalized eigenvectors corresponding 
to Aj. If we now set LO+ = L+ 1% + and L,+ = Lf /o(L+),,T + , then 
LO+: gdn+ ---f %,n-t and L,+: @L-t) n Y<+ * K%+. Moreover, .?!?(LT) n YIPS+ 
is dense in Yrn+ (e.g., see [ll, p. 103]), u(LO+) = {Ar ,,‘., A,), L,n+ has a compact 
resolvent and o(L,+) = (A,, , hrLfB ,...}. 
The following lemma is basic to our approach; a lemma of this type was 
apparently first proved by Sattinger [20]. 
LEMMA I. Suppose that L also satisfies (LZ). Then tliere is a positive 6 
and an integer / such that 
Proof. The proof of this result is based on the following inequality, 
Given B > 0, there is an integer J such that 
II Y It; 2 4 !P IIf (2.5) 
for all p E X1+ n -Y,+ whenever n > J; a proof of (2.5) may be obtained 
by a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 3.7 in [20] (see also 119, 
Lemma 11). Now let J be such that (2.5) holds with fY = 2uy-l, where 
y > 0 and (z >, 0 are defined as in (Bl). Then from (2.4) we obtain 
for all v E X;i n Yn+ whenever n > J. Thus we have the desired result 
with 6 = y/2. 
The following observations are consequences of the fact that Lf is a real 
operator on Zf. Since L+QJ = AT if and only if L+q = $j, the eigenvalues 
of L+ occur in conjugate pairs and h and x have equal geometric and algebraic 
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muhiphcities with J$‘(L+ - A) = Jzr(L+ -h> and @(L+, A) = @(L+, A); here 
P, denotes the complex conjugate of g, and S denotes the set of conjugates of 
ah elements of a set s. If x = h, is a real eigenvalue of Lf, then 
.N(L+ - A,) = N-(Li- - A,), and L+(f + ig) = h,(f + ig) if and only if 
Lf = h,f and Lg = h,g; moreover, if .N(L - A,,)+ and %(L, &,)+ denote the 
complexifications of .N(L - 4) and Q(L, A,,), respectively, thenM(L+ -A,,) = 
A”(L - A,)+ and %(L+, A,) = @(L, A,)+ SO that the geometric (algebraic) 
multiplicities of A, with respect to L and L-t are equal. 
We assume throughout the remainder of the paper that the eigcnvalues 
{A,,} of L+ are ordered in such a way that conjugate pairs are adjacent to 
each other in the sequence {A,,I}, and that n always denotes an integer with 
the property that a set such as {A, ,..., A,) contains the conjugate of each 
of its elements. Then lJ,+v = U,+q for every q E Z+ so that U,+ is also 
a real operator on Z+; similarly, V,+ = I - U,+ is a real operator 
on A+. 
We are now ready to define the subspaces of the real Hilbert space % 
which we will use in the formulation of our main lemma. Let %n and Vn be 
the images of 8 under lJ,+ and Vn+, respectively. Then 9Yn C 9(L), rY, is 
closed and % = %‘n @ Vn . Let us note that one can also define %n to be 
the “set of first components” of elements in an+, i.e., sn = {f EX: 
(f + ig) E G!Yn+ for some g E A“]; a similar definition can be given for ‘%rn . 
If we now set L, = L I%= and L, = L [B(L),.,Vn, then L,: %,, + %(, and 
I,,: B(L) fl 9$ ---f “yA , B(L) n Vn is dense in Vn and L, has a compact 
resolvent. 
Before stating our key lemma we need a factorization result. Suppose YY 
and WI are Hilbert spaces which are related to each other in the same manner 
as are A? and %r, and let C be a bilinear form on WI which satisfies 
I C@, 41 < cl II w II1 II z Ill and C(w, 4 > c2 II w lit , ~2 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. If T is generated by C via the Lax-Mii2gram theorem, then T 
can be written as T = S(I + ;4)S, where A is a bounded antisymmetric operator 
on YY and S is a positive operator on YY witlz a(S) = Yell and W(S) = sr. 
Proof. The lemma is similar to Theorem 3.2 in [15, p. 3371 except that 
here we have a different type of hypothesis on our linear operator and the 
spaces are real. We will sketch the proof for the sake of completeness. 
First we define the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of C by 
Cs(w, 4 = C(w, 4 + C(z, 4 2 
c&J, 4 = C(w, 4 - C(% w) 2 ’ 
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respectively. Then C(w, x) = CJzu, x) + C,(zu, xj and C,(zu, W) > c, /I .zu 11’; . 
Furthermore, 
I C&4 41 < cl Ii zu II1 II 27 II1 < clC1(Cs(w, w>)“‘“(C,(~, 4j1’“. G-6) 
Now let S be the operator generated by C, . Since C, is symmetric and 
positive it follows that S is a positive selfadjoint operator in YY. Let S = S1fl. 
Then S is one-to-one and B?(S) = ‘YY. Furthermore 9(S) = d4r, and we 
have the representation 
C,(w, z) = (SW, sxj, 
for all zu, x in W1 (e.g., see [15, p. 3311). 
Next we obtain a similar representation for C, . To this end we consider 
the bilinear form on %r defined by C,(S-rf, S-lg). This form is antisym- 
metric and using (2.6) and the representation formula for C, we have 
/ C,(S+f, S-‘g)j < ~~c;~(C,(S-lf, S-‘f))““(C,(S-“g, S-lg))l’” < ~~c;~llfl! jig j/ 
so that the indicated form is bounded. Hence, by the Riesz representation 
theorem, there is a bounded antisymmetric operator A on ?K such that 
C,(S-rf S-lg) = (A$, g) from which we obtain 
for all W, .z in *rv; . 
Ca(zu, z) = (ASZU, Sz) 
Using the representations for C, and C, we then have 
C(w, x) = (SW, sz) + (ASW, 6%) 
= ((I + a) SW, Sz) 
for all W, z in fll . Since C(zu, z) = (2%~ x), w E B(T), x G ?Z$ f we have 
(Tzu, z) = ((I + A) SW, Sz) for w E 9(T), x E Yk< = .9(S), which implies 
(I+ A) SW E 9(S) and Tzu = S(I + A) SW for w E 9(T). 
It remains to show that 9(T) = 9(S(I + A)S). We note first of all that 
S(I + A)S is one-to-one. In fact, if S(I + A) Sf = 0 then 
0 = (S(I + A) Sf,ff) = ((I+ 4 Sf, Sf> = !I Sf /Ii)> 
which implies Sf = 0 and thus f = 0. Now if f E 9(S(I + A)S) then, 
since .2(T) = %?, there is a g E 9?(T) such that Tg = S(I + A) Sf. But 
Tg = S(I + A) Sg and thus f = g E 3(T). Hence T = S(I + A)S which 
completes the proof. 
Remark. The factorization result in [15, p. 3371 holds for operators 
which are m-sector&d with vertex 0 whereas in Lemma 2 we have assumed T 
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is generated by a certain type of form C. These hypotheses are related as 
follows. The conditions imposed on C imply that the complexification T+ 
of T is sectorial with vertex 0, and it follows from the construction of T 
that .9(T) = Y/ so that T+ is also m-sectorial. 
We now apply the factorization result in Lemma 2 to the operators L, . 
LEMMA 3. For 71 sufficiently large, L,: Z?(L) n -9: -+ Y< can be written as 
wlzere A, is a bounded antisymmetric operator on V% and S, is a positive 
operator on Vm with a(&) = fin IT Zl and W(S,J = 9, . 
Proof. By Lemma 1 there is a 6 > 0 and a J such that Re B+(q, 9) > 
A([[ 9) [$)s for all q~ E Z1+ n Ki+ whenever n > J. If v E Z1 n Kn and n > J 
we then have 
B(v, v) = Re B+(v + i0, a + i0) > 8(/j v + i0 j/:)” = 6 /I v 114. (2.7) 
Since Yn is closed we can consider Yn as a Hilbert space with respect to 
(., m), and since Zr n Y% is closed in Zr we can consider Zi n $2 as a 
Hilbert space with respect to (e, .)1. . Then Z1 n $5 is dense in Y% and the 
embedding is compact. Let B, denote the restriction of B to Zr n ‘%< . 
Then from (Bl) and (2.7) we have 
I B&A 41 G B II w II1 II x 111 W,.ZE~ nVm 
B&A 4 b 6 II v IIf VG~ nz( 
whenever n > J. 
From (2.3) we see that 
&z(b v> = cw, P>> 
P-8) 
(2-9) 
for all $ E 9(L,) = 9(L) n -tT, and v E A?‘& n 9;. Then (2.7) and (2.9) 
imply that L, is one-to-one and hence onto Cy, whenever n > J so that L, 
is, in fact, generated by the form B, whenever n 3 J. Since B,n satisfies (2.Q 
it follows from the factorization result in Lemma 2 that, whenever ?B > J, 
L, = &(I + A,n) S, where S, and A,, are as described in the statement of 
the lemma. 
3. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROBLEMS 
Let X and sr be the real Hilbert spaces introduced in Section 1 and let L 
be an operator which satisfies (~51) and (L2). Let the projections U, and V, , 
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and the subspaces @n and f% be defined as in Section 2. T~onghout this 
section we consider only values of n for which (A1 ,..., A,$ contains the 
conjugate of each of its elements. Then we have X = 9, @ ‘%$ for each 
such n. 
Let w E B(L) be a solution of 
Lw + N(w) = 0 (“) 
and let P, be the orthogmal projection of &? onto 9Ca . Then, for each tixed n, 
w can be written uniquely as w = zc + v where ~4 G “2% and c E ^ ti . Moreover, 
since L: Q, -+ en and L: B(L) n “K& -+ -Y, , we see that equation (*) can 
be written as the system 
Lv f P,&N(u + v) I;: -P,Lu, (1”) 
(I - P,) [L7A + N(zk + v)] = 0. m*t 
On the other hand, if u E @,, and v E B(L) /1 Y% satisfy the system (I*), (II*) 
then w = u + ZI belongs to 9(L) and w is a solution of equation (*). Thus, 
in order to determine a solution zu in 24(L) of equation (*X it suffices to 
first solve the ~~~~i~~~ e ~~~~~ (I*) for v = afir) in 9(L) n 9; and to then 
solve the finite-dimensional alternative problem given by 
(I - P,)[Lu + N(u -f- v(u))] = 0. (II*) 
The following theorem provides a solution of the auxiliary equation (I*); 
the method of proof is related to some methods employed in the theory of 
nonlinear Hammerstein equations in that it is based upon a factorization of 
the operator L, = L 19tLlnT, (e.g., compare t4; 77). 
Taco 1. ~~~~ose thatI, satires (Ll) ad (L2) aad that ~s~~~~(~~). 
Then, ijn is su#cient@ large, for each IC E %‘12 there is a wzique solution v = v(g) 
in Q(L) r\ 9$ of the auxihkry equation (I*). Moreover, Ehere is a constant 
y > 0 such that ZI = v(u) satisfies 
Proof. We first replace equation (I*) by an equivalent one in which the 
operators are defined on all of YS ( compare also [12, p. Ill]). We recall 
that, by Lemma 3, one can write L, = S,(X + 9,) S, , where A, is a 
bounded antisymmetric operator on 9$ and S, is a positive operator with 
B(S,) = & n Y?,% and 9(S,) = Y, , provided n is sufficiently large. If 
v F B(L) n YG is a solution of equation (I*), then o is a solution of 
(3.2) 
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Conversely, if ZJ E Zr n VT, is a solution of (3.2) then v E 9(L) n Vm and v 
is a solution of (I*). Thus we seek a solution of (3.2) in si n Vm . By setting 
x = S,v, v E Zr n Kn , equation (3.2) is seen to be equivalent to 
M(z) = (I + A& + s,lPnN,(s,lz) = -s;lPnLu (1) 
where, for fixed zd E ~a~, we have set N,(y) = N(u + y). Thus, it is suflicient 
to solve equation (I) for x E Cy, . It is, of course, more convenient to consider 
equation (I) rather than (I*) because the operator M in (I) is defined on all 
of Vn whereas the nonlinear operator N in equation (I*) is not, in general, 
defined on all of Vn . 
As an immediate consequence of (N(c)) and the antisymmetry of A, 
we have 
w&l) - fil(x,>, 21 - z2) 
= ((If 4&l - x2), (2; - x2)) 
+ (N&s,lz~) - Aqs,l& s;!z1 - S,lzJ > II Zl - x2 II23 
for all JZ~ , x2 in Vn and, hence, M is strongly monotone on V% . Since ill 
is also hemicontinuous, it follows from a standard result in monotone 
operator theory (see [6; IS]) that, for each u E &%n , there exists a unique 
solution Z(U) in 9$ of Eq. (I) which, in turn, yields a unique solution 
V(U) = S;%(U) in 9(L) n CtT, of the auxiliary equation (I*). 
It remains only to establish the bound (3.1). From (2.3) and (2.7) there is 
6 > 0 such that 
for all v E 9(L) n “t’;, provided that IZ is sufficiently large; here c is a constant 
such that 11 v jj < c 11 v II1 . Combining (3.3) with (M(c)) and (I*) we obtain 
II v II2 < -C2W(N(U + v) - N(u), v) + W(u) + L% @I 
< -c”S-l(N(u) + Lu, v) 
for v = v(u) which implies (3.1) with q = c‘%“. 
Remark 3.1. Factorization results which are closely related to the one 
in Lemma 3 have also been employed by Amann [4] and Browder and 
Gupta [7j in the solution of certain Hammerstein equations. Roughly 
speaking, whereas we have factored the operator L, directly by employing 
bilinear forms, their factorization results apply to the bounded operator L;’ 
which is angle-bounded (i.e., the complexification of Lil is sectorial with 
vertex 0). The advantage of our approach is that, if Lemma 3 is used, it is 
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clear that the nonlinearity N only needs to be defined on *I rather than on 
all of 2. 
In order to solve Eq. (II?) for u it is usually important to know that zi = U(U) 
depends continuously on u. The following result provides the desired 
continuity under the additional assumption (N2) that N is reIativeIy bounded 
with respect to L (compare also [12, p. 11.51). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that L satisfies (Ll) and (L2), a?zd that N satisfies 
(Nl) and (N2). Then the solution v = u(u) of equation (I”) deperzds contimously 
on 21, u E en . 
Proof. We will show that v(u) is uniformly continuous on balls j! u !j < p, 
p > 0. Let J be such that for fixed n > J Eq. (I*) is uniquely solvable 
and (3.1) and (3.3) hold. Let n > J and let vi = v(z+) (i = 1, 2) be solutions 
of (I*). Using (2.6) Eq. (I*) and (Nl), we have 
= - owl + VI) - N(u, + vs), Vl - VJ -I- (Lzc, - Lu, ) Vl - ViQ) 
G (N(u, + VI> - N(K? + Q), Ul - us) + (Lu, - Lu, , v1 - vg) 
G (II Wl + s)ll + II w2 + vdll) II % - F2 II 
+ (II CL’1 II + II % II> II-w% - %)I!. (3.4) 
Since, for each n, L jen is continuous, it is sufficient to show that I] v /j and 
1: N(u + ~)ll are bounded when jj u I/ < p and v - U(Z) is a solution of (I*). 
However, if v is a solution of (I*), then from (3.1) and (N2) we have 
and 
II 7J II < m + 4 !I Lu II + 9J(ll 7.4 II)1 = ‘(4 (3-5) 
II Lv II < II Lu II + II w + v>ll 
< cx IlLv II + (1 +- 4 IILZl II + 94 24 II + $4) 
where T(U) is defined in (3.5). Thus 
IILV II < (1 - w [(I + 4 II Lu II + d!l fd II + +))I 
which together with (N2) yields 
I! N(u +- v)ll < (1 - a)-’ [ZX I/ LU II i cp(il t.2 I! + T(U))]. (3.6) 
Inequalities (3.4)-(3.6) clearly imply that, for jl u/j Q p, v is continuous in 
the norm of &‘. 
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The existence result in Theorem 2 leads to a finite-dimensional alternative 
problem which we state as Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that L satisjes (Ll) and (L2), and that N satisjies 
(Nl) and (N2). Suppose that v = v(u) is the unique continuous olution of (I*) 
determined by Theorem 2. Then Eq. (*) has a solution w & 9(L) ;f and only if 
there exists an element u* E %Yn such tlaat u* satisJies the alternative equation (II*). 
Remark 3.2. Suppose that, instead of satisfying (Ll), L is densely defined, 
has compact resolvent, and satisfies 
(L3) there are constants y > 0 and (T > 0 such that 
(Lw,w) >a41~--al14/2 WeqL). 
If L also satisfies (L2) then the proof of Lemma 1 shows that there exists 
6 > 0 and an integer J such that whenever n > J 
(Lw, w) 3 6 II v Ill” 3 k2 II 7.J I? 
for all z, E C@(L) n Vn . Hence, for n > J, L, is maximal monotone so that 
if N satisfies (Nl) on 9(L) and also (N2) then, by a theorem of Crandall 
and Pazy [IO, p. 4061, for each u E @.n , the mapping ikl: 9(L) n T& -+ V% 
given by illv = L,,v + PnNu( v is maximal monotone. Since M is also ) 
coercive, it follows that W(M) = $2 so that, in particular, for each zc E GFn 
Eq. (I*) has a unique solution v = v(u) in B(L) n “y;, (compare also [12, 
p. 11.51). Thus, under the weaker (but somewhat more difficult to verify) 
assumption (L3) on L, an application of the theory of maximal monotone 
operators also leads to a finite-dimensional alternative problem. Such an 
approach also provides an extension of the recent results of Cesari and 
Kannan [9] to a wide class of equations of the form (*) where L is non- 
selfadjoint and N is not everywhere defined. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we describe some general classes of boundary value problems 
for semilinear partial differential operators to which the results of Section 3 
apply; in addition, we consider some specific problems of this type for which 
one can also solve the resultant finite-dimensional alternative problem. 
Let Q be a bounded, open set in Rk and let Z!?,JQ) and H,(Q) denote the 
real Sobolev spaces on D with norm 
II w llm = (, zm s, I D=w I2 dx)lp 
a. 
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where we use the usual multi-index notation. Let ?Y be a closed subspace 
of HJQ) such that &(sZ) C %/. Then, under certain restrictions on 52 
(e.g., see [l, p. 30]), the identity mapping of 78’” into H,(Q) = 9(Q) is 
compact. Let B denote the bilinear form 
where (v, .)O denotes the inner product on P(4) and the coefficients 
%3 = Q(X) are real valued, smooth and bounded. We also assume B is 
coercive over V, i.e., there exist constants y > 0 and G >, 0 such that 
for all w E%/. It then follows that B satisfies (Bl) and (B2) with %I = Y” 
and X = P(Q), so that if we let i be the operator generated by B then t 
satisfies (Ll). By choosing YF’- appropriately we obtain various well-known 
boundary value problems. 
If %+ = anz(sZ) then E is the operator associated with the Dir&let 
problem, i.e., 
and if YF = H,,(Q) then one obtains the Neumann problem with 9(z) 
consisting of functions in E&,(Q) which satisfy so-called natural boundary 
conditions (e.g., see [l, p. 1431). More generally, let 4 , b, ,..., 6, , 2 < m, 
be a system of smooth linear differential boundary operators where each bj 
is of order less than m, the orders of the bj are distinct, and each point of 
the boundary of D is noncharacteristic for each of the bj . Let 9’” be the 
closure in H,(Q) of functions in c”(G) which satisfy bjw = 0, j = l,..., 1. 
Then, if the bilinear form is uniformly strongly elliptic on Q and the boundary 
operators satisfy a certain auxiliary condition (see [2]), B is coercive over YF~ 
and Leo = Clul,lP~c,n (-l)@l D%,,DBw with 9(L) consisting of those func- 
tions w in Hz&?) which satisfy bjw = 0, j = l,..., 1, and m - 1 additional 
natural boundary conditions (e.g., see [l, pp. 143-144]); if I = m then no 
natural boundary conditions occur. 
The adjoint (E+)* of I+ is determined by the formal differential operator 
which is adjoint to E together with boundary conditions which are adjoint 
to those associated with L. If one now further restricts the class of boundary 
value problems as in [3, Section 41 then the generalized eigenvectors of 
(z+)* are complete in A?(Q)+. This holds, for example, if both the original 
boundary value problem and the adjoint problem are “absolutely elliptic” 
or if the boundary value problem differs from a selfadjoint problem only 
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in the lower order terms of the operator and the boundary conditions. 
Hence, under any of these additional assumptions, z satisfies both of the 
conditions (Ll) and (L2). 
In view of the above discussion concerningz, if N is any nonlinear operator 
with 9(N) 3 r’r which satisfies conditions (Nl) and (N2), boundary value 
problems of the form 
-@) + N(w) =f, 
where f E g2(Q) and w E 9(L), are covered by the results of Section 3 (it is 
easily seen that the results in Section 3 can be extended to cover non- 
homogeneous equations). 
As an example of such a boundary value problem, we consider the Dirichlet 
problem 
--Bw+2aw,-(2+a2)w+N(w) =f in.Q,w=OonX’ (4.3) 
where Q = (0, r) x (0, 7~), f is a given element of g2(Q) and 1 a / < 1. 
Let us set ~‘8 = Z”(Q) and #r = &r(Q) and define the bilinear form 
B(w, 4 = J, @%!% + wyzlJ + 2azu,x - (2 + a2) wz) dx dy 
on Z1 . Since 
B(w, w) 3 (1 - I a I) II w 11; - (3 + a”> II w 112, 
where 11 . /I denotes the usual norm on X = Z2(Q), one sees that B satisfies 
(Bl) and (B2) so that B generates the operatorLzu = - dw + 2uw, - (2 + u2)w 
with 9(L) = H&J) n &(Q). Because L also satisfies (L2) (e.g., see [3]), 
the results of Section 3 reduce the Dirichlet problem (4.3) to a finite- 
dimensional alternative problem such as (II*) provided that N satisfies (Nl) 
and (N2). 
In order to solve the resultant alternative problem we first note that the 
eigenvalues of L (and also of L+) are X,, = m2 + n2 - 2 and the corre- 
sponding eigenfunctions are zl,, = eax sin mx sin ny (m, n = 1, 2,...); thus 
N(L) = {w: w = &rr , 6 E IIF} has dimension 1. Moreover, the eigen- 
functions of L* corresponding to ATrlpL are given by ~2, = e-as sin mx sin ny. 
LetO=h,<X,<X,,(*.. denote the eigenvalues of L (and L*) arranged 
according to increasing magnitude, and let uj (respectively, z+*) denote the 
corresponding eigenfunctions of L (respectively, L*). One can then show 
that, for j a I sufficiently small, there exists S > 0 such that (Lv, v) > S 11 YI II2 
for all v E B(L) n Vr so that we may take n = 1 in Theorem 3. Thus, a 
suitable alternative problem is given by 
(I- p&w -5 +>> - f 1 = 0 u E 921 = J-(L). (4.4) 
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Moreover, since Y< = B’(L) in this case, I - PI is the orthogonal projection 
onto &(I,*) so that (4.4) may be replaced by the scalar equation 
Pk%l+ +54), ul*> - (f> ul*) = 0 5 E w. (4.5j 
Let us now suppose that N is given by N(w) = bwplq, w E 9, where p, q 
are odd integers with 0 < p < q, and b is a (possibly large) positive constant. 
Then N satisfies (Nl) with 9(N) = X and, since Holder’s inequality 
implies 
I/ N(w)ll < const 11 w J~P!Q, (4.4) 
one sees that N also satisfies (N2) with 01 = 0. Hence, as a consequence of 
(3.1) and (4.6), ZJ = ~(24) in (4.5) satisfies 
II v II < constO/ 24 lip/@ f llfll) u EN(L) 
so that il4S~Jll/l E I -+ 0 as I E I + co. Using this fact we show next that, in 
addition, 11 v \lm,$ E ] -+ 0 as / [ I+ co. Since v E 9(L) n Y< C W,(Q) 1-1 I&(Q), 
a standard Sobolev embedding theorem (e.g., see [l, p. 321) implies that, for 
each 5 E @, 
II v L,R < cona II v II2 
where the constant is independent of v and hence independent of E. On the 
other hand (e.g., see [3, p. 1221) 
I v II2 < const(l/Lv II + /I g ii), 
so that we also have 
II v I/ m,R < const(llLv II -I- !I v II) 
where the constant is again independent of t. Since 
Lv = L,v = --P,[N(u f v) -f] 
and L;l is bounded, it then follows from (4.6) that 
II v II m,~ < conNIl 24 II+ II v IIP + ii fill 
= constll 5 /B/Y (II u1 II + II v ilil 5 lPia + Kfill 
from which it follows easily that jj v ll&l f ] --j. 0 as / 6 / + co. 
We now solve the alternative problem (4.5) when N(w) = bwp!q, w E 3’. 
Since 
(zp ,ul*) = 
s 
e-a(l--pl*)z(sin x sin y)r+“/g d.r dy > 0 
R 
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and since #(E) = [(N(& + v(&)), %*) - (f, or*)] satisfies 
it follows that 4(f) assumes opposite signs for 4 = k and 6 = --k when k is 
sufficiently large. However, the continuous dependence of v = V(U) provided 
by Theorem 2 implies the continuity of # = #([), 1 5 / < K, so that there 
then exists at least one solution u* = f*ul of (4.5) which in turn (see 
Theorem 3) yields at least one solution w* = zl* + v(u*) in 9(L) of equa- 
tion (4.3); thus, for any givenfE P(Q), there exists at least one solution in 
9(L) of the Dirichlet problem (4.3). Such an example should also be compared 
with the results in [16]. 
As a second example let us consider the Neumann problem 
-Aw+N(w) =finQ 
awlan = 0 on af2 (4.7) 
where D = (0, r) x (0, 7r), f is a given element of P(Q), and aw/an denotes 
the normal derivative of w. 
If we set Z = DEpz(s2), Z1 = H,(Q) and define the bilinear form 
B(w7 -4 = s, ( ws, + w,z,) dx dy 
on P1, then B satisfies (Bl) and (B2) and thus B generates the operator 
Lzu = --dw with 59(L) equal to the closure in E&(Q) of functions w in PI@) 
with aw/&z = 0 on a.Q. Since L also satisfies (L2) it follows from Section 3 
that the Neumann problem (4.7) re d uces to a finite-dimensional alternative 
problem provided that N satisfies (Nl) and (N2). In fact, since L is self- 
adjoint and the eigenvalues of L are h,, = m2 + n2 with corresponding 
eigenfunctions u,, = cos mx cos ny (m, n = 0, 1, 2,...), a suitable alternative 
problem is given by 
(I- Pl)[N(U + +>> -fl = 0 zl EN(L) (4.8) 
where A’-(L) = {u ) u. = &,,, , 5 E UP} and (.Z - PJ denotes the orthogonal 
projection onto M(L). 
Let us now suppose that, in addition to (Nl) and (N2), N is defined 
everywhere on Z, N is Lipschitz continuous, i.e., 
II NW - W411 G b II w, - wz II Wl,W%E3f, W) 
and N is coercive on J(L) (but not necessarily coercive on %), i.e., 
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An example of an admissible N is given by 
(4.10) 
where Y, 4 are integers, r is even, 4 is odd and 0 < I < q, and b is a (possibly 
large) positive constant; one sees also that such a nonlinearity N is coercive 
on the subspace J+‘(L) but not coercive on the whole space &‘. 
If we now set P(U) equal to the left hand side of (4.Q then (4.9) implies 
m4,4 = (Wj, 4 + (N(u + +4j - .w4,4 - (f, 4 
3 OW), 4 - b II +zc)ll I/u II - Il.0 II u lb 
Since N is monotone and N: J’(L) +M(L), the bound (3.1) may be replaced 
by a uniform bound for v(u); namely 
6 II ~1 II2 < WQ, u> = -(W + @, v> + (f, 4 
= -(N@ + u) - N(u), vj + (f, v> d llfi! II e Ii 
so that /I 2) /I < 8-r i/f/\. Hence 
FW, u> Z [ ‘yfi *) - (66-l + l)llfjl] II u II 
and, since N is coercive on X(L), it follows that (F(u), U) > 0 on spheres 
/I u [I = p, u E X(L), for p sufficiently large. A standard resuh in (topological) 
degree theory then implies that the degree of F at 0 with respect to the ball 
(11 ti /j < p> does not vanish so that the equation F(u) = 0 has at least one 
solution U* EM(L), /I u* I/ < p. Thus, for any given f E P(D) there exists 
at least one solution in g(L) of the Neumann problem (4.7). Such examples 
are of some interest because W(L + N) = Z even though neither L nor N 
is coercive on Z. 
Clearly, since the degree argument just given is independent of the 
dimension of J(L), similar examples may also be formulated for uniformly 
strongly elliptic operators L of order 2m which are generated by a bilinear 
form such as B in (4.1) together with appropriate “natural” boundary 
conditions (e.g., see [l, pp. 141-143]), and also for Neumann problems for 
certain systems of elliptic equations as well as systems of ordinary differential 
equations with periodic boundary conditions. 
Finally, let us remark that, although the methods in [19] may also apply 
to problems such as (4.7), the type of alternative problem obtained in [19] 
must be solved in a space whose dimension depends, in general, on the “size” 
of N (e.g., the magnitude of b in (4.10)) w h ereas the monotonicity methods 
of the present paper are essentially independent of the “size” of N. 
5051r8/2-12 
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